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Extraordinary Candidate Recruitment Signals Vibrant Grassroots Movement in Virginia 

 

(Richmond) – With the passage of the March 30 primary filing deadline, the preliminary Virginia               

House of Delegates election numbers are remarkable: 112 Democratic candidates have filed,            

and 48 of the 66 Republican incumbents are being challenged. Even more remarkable is the fact                

that the majority of the non-incumbent Democrats were not recruited by the state party, but               

instead emerged on their own or with assistance from new grassroots organizations.  

 

In 2015, 69 Democratic candidates ran and only 28 Republican incumbents had challengers. In              

2013, there were 70 Democratic candidates and 39 Republican incumbents were challenged. In             

this context, the level of competition this year is extraordinary. And according to Josh Stanfield,               

Executive Director of Activate Virginia, a grassroots political action committee, this robust            

recruitment effort is just a prelude: 

 

“The recruiting effort has centered around collaboration between local Democratic          

committees, inspired candidates, and entities like Activate Virginia, Competitive         

Commonwealth Fund, Emerge Virginia, and Indivisible. This organic synergy is now taking place             

on the organizing and campaigning fronts,” Stanfield said.  

 

Though the March 30 primary filing deadline has passed, Stanfield was quick to point out that                

there’s still time for candidates to step up in districts with unopposed Republican incumbents.              

“Recruiting is still actively taking place, particularly in rural and traditionally Republican            

districts,” Stanfield claims. “Most of these districts will nominate their Democratic nominee by             
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caucus, and the caucus filing deadlines are generally in April or May.”  

 

Stanfield is cautiously optimistic about the potential for Democrats to oppose all House             

Republican incumbents this year. “We already consider these recruitment efforts a success,” he             

notes, “But we are still waiting to see if this tremendous popular energy can translate into                

political power through electoral success this November.”  

 

### 

 

Note: Josh Stanfield is available for interview. 
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